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ABSTRACT
We study the problem of computing query results with confidence
values inULDBs: relational databases withuncertaintyand lin-
eage. ULDBs, which subsumeprobabilistic databases, offer an
alternativedecoupledmethod of computing confidence values: In-
stead of computing confidences during query processing, compute
them afterwards based on lineage. This approach enables a wider
space of query plans, and it permits selective computations when
not all confidence values are needed. This paper develops a suite of
algorithms and optimizations for a broad class of relational queries
on ULDBs. We provide confidence computation algorithms for sin-
gle data items, as well as efficient batch algorithms to compute con-
fidences for an entire relation or database. All algorithms incorpo-
rate memoization to avoid redundant computations, and they have
been implemented in theTrio prototype ULDB database system.
Performance characteristics and scalability of the algorithms are
demonstrated through experimental results over a large synthetic
dataset.

1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of processing queries efficiently over

uncertain data that includesconfidence(or probability) values. Un-
certain and probabilistic databases have enjoyed considerable re-
cent interest (e.g., [2, 5, 7, 9]), due to their relevance for important
current applications such as data cleaning and integration, infor-
mation extraction, scientific and sensor data management, and oth-
ers [33].

A central and particularly challenging aspect of processing que-
ries over uncertain data is that of computing confidence values on
query results. (Note that the termsuncertain dataandconfidences
used here correspond to the termsprobabilistic dataandprobabili-
tiessometimes used elsewhere.) It has been shown previously [13]
that the straightforward approach of propagating confidence val-
ues through the operators comprising a query plan can, in certain
cases, yield incorrect confidence values in query results. Roughly,
the flaw is that dependencies among the base data and confidence
values contributing to the result data and confidences are lost dur-
ing query execution.

One approach to handling this problem, studied in [13, 29], re-
stricts the allowable query plans to “safe” ones, which ensure cor-
rect propagation of confidence values. When the best plan for a
query is safe, then this approach yields a very efficient query pro-
cessing strategy. However, sometimes the most efficient plan for a
query is not safe—in fact, in extreme cases a query’s safe plan may
be arbitrarily worse than the best unsafe one [4]. Furthermore, for
some queries there is no safe plan at all.
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In this paper we explore an alternative approach to the problem
of correct confidence computation. In theTrio project at Stan-
ford we are developing a database system that incorporatesdata
lineageas a first-class concept, along with uncertain data and con-
fidence values [5, 24]. It turns out that the lineage information
tracked by Trio can be used to compute confidence values. Specif-
ically, data computation and confidence computation can bede-
coupled: First compute the data in the query result, ignoring con-
fidence values. Lineage is tracked as well, but unlike confidence
computation, lineage-tracking does not restrict the allowable query
plans; thus, the most efficient query plan can be selected. Af-
ter data computation, confidence values can be computed at any
time, based on lineage. Effectively, lineage captures the dependen-
cies that are needed for correct confidence computation, without
restricting which query plans can be used.

In addition to enabling a wider space of query plans, the de-
coupled approach also enablesselectiveconfidence computation:
If confidence values for some portions of the result data are not
needed, they will never be computed. Since confidence computa-
tion can be an unavoidably expensive operation in some cases [13,
30], this feature can be very useful in practice.

At the most general level, one can envision a query optimizer
that explores a space of execution strategies encompassing efficient
safe plans when they exist, lineage-based schemes, and hybrids of
the two approaches. We do not tackle a global query optimization
problem of that scale in this paper. Rather, we focus on develop-
ing the framework and algorithms for efficient decoupled data and
confidence computation based on lineage.

The outline and contributions of this paper are as follows.

• In Section 2 we reviewULDBs (Uncertainty-Lineage Data-
bases) and explain how they correspond to other models for
uncertain and probabilistic data. (Sections 3–5 consider a re-
striction of ULDBs whose uncertainty component is equiva-
lent to probabilistic databases. Section 6 extends to the full
ULDB model.) We also motivate, through a running exam-
ple, safe and unsafe plans, and how lineage in ULDBs en-
ables the use of unsafe plans.

• In Section 3 we formalize query processing on ULDBs for
a wide class of relational operators and arbitrary algebraic
plans,1 and we specify decoupled confidence computation.
The basic algorithm for computing the confidence of a result
tuple t expandst’s lineage to generate a boolean formulaB

over the base data contributing tot, then evaluatesB proba-
bilistically using the base-data confidence values. The final

1Our previous algorithms [4] were limited to the duplicate-
preserving “DL-monotonic” operatorsσ, Π, ⊲⊳, and ∪, which
produce conjunctive lineage. In this paper we extend lineage to
boolean formulas, and we capture full relational algebra including
duplicate-elimination and aggregation.



evaluation is unavoidably a #P-hard problem [13, 30], but in
practice the boolean formulas tend to be small and/or simple.

• In Section 4 we introduce algorithms that improve upon the
basic confidence-computation algorithm when computing con-
fidence values for tuples with complex or deep lineage. The
improved algorithms are based onmemoizingconfidence va-
lues as they are computed, and determining when “interme-
diate” data in the lineage of a tuple is mutually independent.
These techniques can reduce both the lineage expansion du-
ring confidence computation, and the complexity of the re-
sulting boolean formulas.

• In Section 5 we turn tobatchalgorithms. These algorithms
are suitable when confidence values for all (or even many)
tuples in a query result are needed at once. The batch algo-
rithms also can be used to compute confidence values for an
entire lineage-interconnected database.

• In Section 6 we extend our results to the more general ULDB
model as supported in the Trio system, which also includes
alternatives[4, 5]. We show that only small modifications
to our algorithms are needed for the more general model.
We also discuss how our confidence computation algorithms
can be adapted for other important Trio functionality, in-
cluding findingextraneous dataand performingcoexistence
checks[24].

• We have implemented all of our algorithms in the Trio proto-
type DBMS [24]. In Section 7 we report on performance ex-
periments over a probabilistic version of the TPC-H database.
Our performance experiments demonstrate scalability and con-
firm the efficiency gained by our optimizations over the basic
approach. We also present experiments identifying crossover
points between tuple-level and batch computations, i.e., de-
termining at what fractions of the data batch algorithms be-
come more efficient.

Related work is discussed next. In Section 8, we conclude with a
discussion of future directions for efficient confidence computation,
and more generally for query optimization over uncertain data.

1.1 Related Work
Modeling uncertain and probabilistic information in relational

databases has been an area of research for nearly 20 years. Much
work, especially earlier papers, focuses on theoretical foundations,
e.g., [1, 3, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21], and not on practical consider-
ations such as efficient query processing, the subject of this paper.
Recent interest has turned to developing prototype systems, e.g., [2,
7, 9, 24].MayBMS[2] uses a model different from ours for repre-
senting uncertain and probabilistic data, and efficient probability
computation is not discussed.MystiQ [7] is a system for manag-
ing probabilistic data based on safe plans [13], as discussed earlier
and to be discussed further in Section 2. TheOrion system [9]
focuses on continuous uncertainty for sensor applications, rather
than discrete forms of uncertainty with confidence values. con-
siders combining and contrasting tuple-level and batch confidence
computation.

Lineage-tracking in relational databases has also been studied,
e.g., [6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 25, 26, 34]. However, none of that work uses
lineage in conjunction with uncertainty. ULDBs are unique in their
exploitation of lineage to help model uncertainty in data and query
results [4], and to improve query processing on uncertain data as
explored in this paper.

Intensional query evaluationin probabilistic database systems,
as introduced in [17] and most recently discussed in [13, 30, 31],
generates a global boolean formula of constraints among tuples,
call it B, which can then be used to compute probabilities. In our
setting, lineage captures all of the information fromB that is nec-
essary for confidence computation. We focus on optimizing the
process of gathering and exploiting this information.

Confidence computation based on lineage has some parallels with
Artificial Intelligence inferencing algorithms, such as theclique
tree propagationalgorithm for Bayes Nets [27]. Reference [31]
shows how to model probabilistic databases usingprobabilistic gra-
phical models[27] and formulates confidence computation as an in-
ference problem, which allows standard AI inferencing algorithms
to be exploited. These algorithms are quite different in flavor from
ours. For example, they require each data item to be associated
with a probability table, and all intermediate results and their prob-
ability tables must be maintained during query processing. In our
case, we store just tuples in the database and their lineage. Further-
more, we exploit the database query processor for our confidence-
computation tasks. Notably, we can perform batch computations
via standard SQL queries. A careful study comparing the two broad
approaches—AI techniques (as in [31]) and database techniques (as
in [13, 30] and this paper)—is not a subject of this paper and is left
as future work.

Note that the decoupled confidence-computation approach was
suggested by us originally and briefly in [4], with some motivat-
ing examples. However, no algorithms, implementation, or experi-
ments were presented in that paper.

2. MOTIVATION AND EXAMPLES
This section introduces the ULDB model for representing un-

certainty and lineage in relational databases [4, 5, 24]. Until Sec-
tion 6 we focus on a subset of ULDBs whose uncertainty compo-
nent is equivalent to probabilistic databases. Section 6 extends our
approach to the more general ULDB model. This section also in-
troduces a running example, used here to informally explain query
processing with confidences and lineage, and to motivate the issues
addressed by the remainder of the paper.

2.1 Data and Confidences
In the model we consider initially, a ULDB relation is similar to

a conventional relation, except that each tuple is annotated with a
numericalconfidence value(equivalentlyprobability) in the range
[0, 1], and withlineage, which is explained in the next subsection.
(The general ULDB model permitsalternative valuesfor each tu-
ple, with confidences and lineage attached to alternatives; see Sec-
tion 6.) ULDB relations may contain duplicates, but we assume a
(possibly internal) globally unique identifierI(t) for each tuplet
in the database. Note that we sometimes abuse notation and uset

instead of its identifierI(t), when the context is clear.
ULDBs have a conventional “possible-instances” semantics: Each

ULDB relationR represents a set of possible conventional relations
R1, . . . Rn. EachRi has an associated probabilityPi based on the
confidences of the tuples that appear in it. In the absence of lineage,
tuple appearances are independent of one another.P1, . . . , Pn sum
to1. This possible-instances definition extends directly to databases
comprised of several relations. Details of this semantics can be
found in many sources, e.g., [4, 13, 30, 31].

We assume that confidence values on base data are provided by
the user. Then, as queries are performed generating derived rela-
tions, result confidences are computed by the system. It is the latter
computation that is the primary subject of this paper.



2.2 Lineage
Each tuplet in a ULDB relation also containslineage, which

intuitively captures “wheret came from.” Lineage is represented
as a functionλ that associates with each tuple identifierI(t) a
boolean formula whose symbols are other tuple identifiers in the
database. Base relations are not derived from other data, so we de-
fine λ(t) = t for every tuplet in a base relation. Now suppose a
ULDB relationR is the result of a query over other ULDB relations
S1, . . . , Sm, and consider a tuplet ∈ R. λ(t) is a formula invol-
ving tuple identifiers fromS1, . . . , Sm, and the formula reflects the
query that producedt. We will shortly see an example of how lin-
eage formulas are produced; the process is specified rigorously in
Section 3.

Lineage constrains the possible-instances described in the previ-
ous section: Now a ULDB represents only those possible instances
that are consistent with respect to lineage. Specifically, for a given
instanceD of a ULDB databaseU , we assign to each tuple identi-
fier I(t) in U the valuetrue if t appears inD andfalseif it does not.
D is consistent with respect to lineage iff for every tuplet ∈ D,
the boolean formulaλ(t) evaluates totrue using the above assign-
ments.

We will see in the upcoming running example and then more for-
mally in Section 3 how lineage can be used to compute confidence
values for query results. Intuitively, the confidence of a result tuple
t is the probabilistic evaluation of the boolean formulaλ(t), using
the confidence values for the tuples identified inλ(t). However, if
λ(t) contains derived tuples, in general the formula must be “ex-
panded” recursively to refer only to base tuples, before computing
its probability.

We sometimes abuse notation and useλ(t) to refer to the set
of variables in the boolean formula, rather than the formula itself.
Also, we sometimes usePr(i) to denote the confidence (probabi-
lity) of the tuple with identifieri, and for a boolean formulaf over
identifiers we usePr(f) to denote the probability of the formulaf .

2.3 Running Example
We introduce an extremely simple and tiny conference database

as a running example. Let base relationAttends(person,day)
contain days on which people may attend the conference, and let
Events(day,event) contain scheduled conference activities.
Suppose our relations contain the following data, with confidence
values shown to the right of each tuple. (The Reception and Ban-
quet are outdoors, so their occurrence depends on weather.)

Attends
ID person day
11 Garcia-Molina Monday 0.8
12 Garcia-Molina Wednesday 0.7
13 Ullman Wednesday 0.6

Events
ID day event
21 Monday Reception 0.8
22 Tuesday Museum 1.0
23 Wednesday Banquet 0.9

SinceAttends andEvents are base relations, the lineage of
their tuples is the tuple itself (e.g.,λ(11) = 11). Now suppose
we add the following two derived relations to the database. For
compactness of examples in this section we assume projectionΠ
is duplicate-eliminating. In our actual language, we use multiset
operators and a separate duplicate-elimination operatorδ; see Sec-
tion 3.

EventRoster = Πperson,event(Attends ⊲⊳ Events)

EventAttendees = Πperson(EventRoster)

EventRoster
ID person event
31 Garcia-Molina Reception 0.64 λ(31) =11 ∧ 21
32 Garcia-Molina Banquet 0.63 λ(32) =12 ∧ 23
33 Ullman Banquet 0.54 λ(33) =13 ∧ 23

EventAttendees
ID person
41 Garcia-Molina 0.8668 λ(41) =31 ∨ 32
42 Ullman 0.54 λ(42) =33

The lineage of tuples in these relations identifies the base-relation
tuples from which they were derived. For example,λ(33) = 13 ∧
23 indicates that(Ullman,Banquet) appears inEventRoster
because of tuples(Ullman,Wednesday) and(Wednesday,
Banquet) in Attends andEvents, respectively.

Joins produce conjunctive lineage: a result tuple is present be-
cause two tuples are both present in the input relations. The duplicate-
eliminating projection generatingEventAttendees produces dis-
junctive lineage:λ(41) = 31∨32 indicates thatGarcia-Molina
is an event attendee because he attends theReception (tuple 31)
or theBanquet (tuple 32), or possibly both. Here we also see an
instance of transitive lineage: tuple41 is derived from tuples that
are in turn derived from other tuples.

We maintain lineage at the granularity of queries, as in this ex-
ample: When a relationR results from a query overS1, . . . Sn,
then the lineage of tuples inR identifies tuples inS1, . . . Sn (re-
gardless of the complexity of the query). However, as mentioned
earlier, correct confidence computation may require us to expand
lineage transitively, when one or more of theSi’s are themselves
derived relations. For example, the expansion ofλ(41) is (11 ∧
21) ∨ (12 ∧ 23).

Now consider confidence values. The confidences inEvent-
Roster are easily seen to be the product of the corresponding
tuples’ confidences in the base relationsAttends andEvents,
since the join operates on independent base data. Next consider
EventAttendees. Tuple 42 is derived from tuple 33 inEven-
tRoster, so 33’s confidence value carries over directly. Tuple 41
is more complex—it results from merging duplicate values from
tuples 31 and 32. The confidence of tuple 41 is thus the probability
that at least one of tuple 31 or 32 is present. Since tuples 31 and 32
are independent, we calculatePr(31 ∨ 32) = Pr(31) + Pr(32) −
Pr(31 ∧ 32) = 0.64 + 0.63 − (0.64 · 0.63) = 0.8668.

2.4 Safe/Unsafe Confidence Propagation
Now let us consider computing confidences for a query with

two relationally-equivalent arrangements of operators. Looking at
the previous example, one might think we can just compute confi-
dences within each operator comprising a query, propagating result
confidences to the next operator in the query and finally to the re-
sult. However, as shown originally in [13], this approach does not
work for all query expressions. Here is an example showing that
not all equivalent expressions (plans) for a query permit operator-
based confidence computation.

For further conciseness supposeAttends andEvents con-
tain only the tuples involvingWednesday, i.e., two tuples inAt-
tends and one inEvents. At our imagined conference, events
are also canceled if they have no attendees (in addition to weather
cancellations), and we want to determine the likelihood of Wednes-
day’sBanquet taking place. We use the query:

EventLikelihood = Πevent (Attends ⊲⊳ Events)

where again for nowΠ is duplicate-eliminating. The correct an-
swer including lineage and confidence is:



Figure 1: Safe and unsafe confidence propagation

EventLikelihood
ID Event
51 Banquet 0.792 λ(51) =(12 ∨ 13) ∧ 23

We consider two relationally equivalent plans for evaluating this
query. Plans are specified as an algebraic expression whose opera-
tors are evaluated one by one in the usual way, except lineage and
confidence values are propagated through the operators along with
the data. First consider:

Plan 1: Πevent(Πday(Attends) ⊲⊳ Events)

Πday(Attends) produces one intermediate tuple(Wednes-
day); let’s call it 35. Its lineage isλ(35) = 12 ∨ 13, and
its confidence isPr(12 ∨ 13) = Pr(12) + Pr(13) − (Pr(12) ·
Pr(13)) = 0.7 + 0.6− 0.7 · 0.6 = 0.88. Now, joining(Wednes-
day) with tuple 23, we get one intermediate tuple(Wednes-
day,Banquet); let’s call it 41. 41’s “immediate” (operator-
level) lineage isλ(41) = 23 ∧ 35, and we compute its confidence
asPr(23 ∧ 35) = Pr(23) · Pr(35) = 0.9 · 0.88 = 0.792. Finally,
we project ontoevent to produce result tuple(Banquet); call
it 51, whose confidence remains0.792. The operator-level lineage
of 51 isλ(51) = 41, but we can expand the final lineage formula
to obtainλ(51) = (12 ∨ 13) ∧ 23.

Now suppose we use the relationally equivalent plan:

Plan 2: Πevent(Attends ⊲⊳ Events)

The join produces two intermediate tuples:(Garcia-Molina,
Wednesday,Banquet) and(Ullman,Wednesday, Ban-
quet); call them 36 and 37 respectively.λ(36) = 12 ∧ 23 and
λ(37) = 13 ∧ 23, and the confidence values are0.7 · 0.9 = 0.63
for 36 and0.6 · 0.9 = 0.54 for 37. Next we project ontoevent,
yielding result tuple(Banquet), again denoted 51. At the op-
erator level,λ(51) = 36 ∨ 37, and its confidence isPr(36 ∨ 37)
= Pr(36) + Pr(37) − Pr(36 ∧ 37). Assuming independence of
tuples 36 and 37 (which turns out to be false), operator-level confi-
dence propagation computesPr(36 ∨ 37) = Pr(36) + Pr(37) −
(Pr(36) ·Pr(37)) = 0.63+0.54−0.63 ·0.54 = 0.8298. Thus, we
get an incorrect result.

In the terminology of [13], Plan 1 issafe, while Plan 2 isunsafe.
Informally, a plan is safe if computing confidences operator-by-
operator assuming independence of input tuples is guaranteed to
produce the correct result. Notice what happens when we expand
the final lineage formula from “incorrect” Plan 2:λ(51) = 36 ∨
37 = (12 ∧ 23) ∨ (13 ∧ 23) = (12 ∨ 13) ∧ 23. Thus, had we
computed the final confidence value based on the expanded lineage,
rather than operator-by-operator, it would have been correct.

This example motivates how lineage enables a wider space of
query plans, without losing the ability to compute confidence val-
ues correctly. Effectively, lineage captures the data dependencies
that are lost in the operator-by-operator approach. To further illus-
trate this fundamental issue, consider Figure 1. Figure 1(a) depicts

Figure 2: Expression tree for Plan 1

the computation of Plan 1 as a boolean formula tree with nodes rep-
resenting base, intermediate, and result tuples. Each intermediate
node can safely assume its children are independent. Figure 1(b)
depicts the computation of Plan 2. Here, it is incorrect for node 51
to assume its children are independent, because they both depend
on node 23. This dependency is captured by lineage.

3. QUERY PROCESSING
In this section we formalize and provide algorithms for query

processing with confidences and lineage, as motivated by the ex-
amples in Section 2. Section 3.1 discusses the semantics and eval-
uation of one query on a ULDB, prior to confidence computation.
Section 3.2 describes what happens when a sequence of queries is
executed, potentially resulting in deep and complex lineage. Sec-
tion 3.3 provides our basic decoupled confidence-computation al-
gorithm, which is then improved in the rest of the paper.

3.1 Query Execution
The formal semantics of queries over ULDBs is defined based on

possible instances: The result of performing a queryQ on a ULDB
D with possible instancesD1, . . . , Dn is a ULDB D′ containing
the original relations and an additionalresult relationR. R must
reflect the result of applying queryQ to the possible instances of
D; that is, the possible instances ofR in D′ must beQ(D1), ...,
Q(Dn). For details see [4].

Now we define query plans. Consider a queryQ over ULDB
relationsS1, . . . , Sn producing result relationR. A query planto
evaluateQ is an expression tree, with leaf nodesS1, . . . , Sn and
non-leaf nodes corresponding to relational algebra operators. For
example, Figure 2 depicts the expression tree for Plan 1 of Sec-
tion 2.4. Query plan evaluation is defined in the standard fashion:
Each operator takes as input a set of relations and produces one re-
lation as output; the final query result is output by the root. In our
case, operators process ULDB relations, including both data and
lineage.

We specify our operators so that each one “unfolds” lineage as
it produces results. When the relationsS1, . . . , Sn at the leaves of
the plan are base relations, by definition all of their tuplest have
λ(t) = t. Thus, the “unfolded” lineage that is output by every
operator, including the root, refers to data in the input relations.
That is, we never generate lineage referring to intermediate results.
If we have a derived input relationS, we want query result lineage
to refer to tuples inS, rather than further “unfolding”S’s lineage
(which might be arbitrarily deep). Thus, when executing a query
plan, we treat the lineage of all input tuplest as ifλ(t) = t.

Algorithms for all relational operators (σ, π, 1, ∪, ∩, −, δ, α),
omitted due to space constraints, are provided in the online tech-
nical report [15]. (Operatorsδ and α are duplicate-elimination
and aggregation respectively.) The following theorem, proved in
the online technical report [15], tells us that for any queryQ, any
relationally-equivalent plan can be used to evaluateQ, i.e., the
ULDB setting does not impose restrictions on the types of plans



we can use. In this paper we do not address the problem of explo-
ring the plan space—building a cost-based optimizer that considers
both data and lineage computations is an important subject of fu-
ture work. Here we focus on confidence computation, which occurs
after plan selection and execution.

THEOREM 3.1. Consider two relationally-equivalent query plans
P1 andP2 evaluated over a set of input relations in a ULDBD,
yielding ULDB result relationsR1 andR2. D + R1 andD + R2

have identical possible instances. 2

In most cases, result relationsR1 andR2 are “isomorphic.” How-
ever, there are counterexamples: In the online technical report [15]
we show two equivalent plans for a query (involving set operators
and duplicate-elimination) where the two result relations are not
isomorphic, but they do have the same possible instances as guar-
anteed by the theorem.

3.2 Sequences of Queries
A single query on a ULDB generates a result (derived) relation

R and lineage connectingR’s tuples to tuples in the input relations
S1, . . ., Sn. Lineage in query results is captured by functionλ:
λ(t) for a tuplet ∈ R is a boolean formula over tuples inS1, . . .,
Sn specifying the lineage oft. For instance, using either Plan 1
or Plan 2 for theEventLikelihood query in Section 2.4, the
lineage of the one result tuplet = (Banquet) is given byλ(t) =
(12 ∨ 13) ∧ 23.

Consider an initial databaseD consisting of base relations, and
a sequenceQ1, Q2, Q3, . . ., of queries. Each queryQi adds a
new derived relationRi to the database, and subsequent queries
may be over base and derived relations; i.e.,Qi can be over any
of D ∪ {R1, . . . , Ri−1}. Let t be a tuple in a result relationRi.
λ(t) may refer to a tuplet′ in a previous derived relationRj (j <

i); t′ may in turn refer to other derived or base relations. Thus,
as a sequence of queries are performed on a ULDB, complex and
“deep” lineage relationships may arise. However, since everyQi

can refer only to the originalD and toRj ’s with j < i, lineage is
acyclic.

In this paper we do not consider the problem of handling updates
to data or confidence values in base or derived relations, when other
relations are derived from them. This topic is an important area of
future work not yet addressed in the Trio system.

3.3 Confidence Computation
Confidence values for query results can be computed at any time,

based on lineage. Specifically, suppose we’ve executed a sequence
of queries as described in the previous section, capturing lineage for
all query results. We may request at any time the confidence of any
result tuplet. (Later we will discuss batch confidence computation
for entire relations or databases.) Algorithm 1 provides pseudocode
for our basic approach to computing the confidence of tuplet us-
ing its lineage. This algorithm is the basis for improvements in the
following sections. Note that even this basic algorithm is an im-
provement over previous approaches in the sense that it does not
limit the query plans we can use for data computation.

Algorithm 1 assumes two primitive functions supported by the
ULDB: λ(t) returns the lineage formula fort, andc(t) returns the
current confidence value oft stored in the database. We assume
c(t) returnsNULL whenever the confidence oft has not been com-
puted, and that confidences are always present for base data. As we
shall see later, one obvious improvement is to memoize and reuse
computed confidence values, although doing so still requires care.

The main functionConf(t) in Algorithm 1 returnst’s confidence
if already computed. Otherwise it calls the recursive functionCom-

1: Conf(t) {
2: if c(t) 6= NULL then returnc(t);
3: else returnCompute-Conf(λ(t)); }
4: Compute-Conf(f(t1, t2, . . . , tn) ) {
5: all-base= true;
6: for (i = 1; i ≤ n; i + +) {
7: gi = λ(ti);
8: if (gi 6= ti) thenall-base= false; }
9: if all-basethen{

10: for (i = 1; i ≤ n; i + +): ci = c(ti);
11: returnEval(f, c1, c2, . . . , cn); }
12: else returnCompute-Conf(f(g1, g2, ..., gn)); }

Algorithm 1: Basic confidence computation

Figure 3: Lineage of tuplet

pute-Conf(f ) on t’s lineage formulaf . This function computes a
final boolean formulaB by recursively expanding the current for-
mula until all variables refer to base tuples. Then, the probability of
B is computed and returned using the confidence values of the base
tuples. We assume a functionEval, which takes a boolean formula
over independent variables and the probabilities of each variable as
input and computes the probability of the boolean formula.Eval is
discussed further after the following example.

EXAMPLE 3.2. Consider the two query plans forEventLike-
lihood from Section 2.4, safe Plan 1 and unsafe Plan 2. Suppose
we want to compute the confidence of the single projected result
tuple(Banquet). Since lineage of tuples in query results always
refers to tuples in the query input, in the query results for both
plans we haveλ(Banquet) = (12 ∨ 13) ∧ 23, where 12, 13, and
23 are base tuples. ThusPr(Banquet) = Pr((12 ∨ 13) ∧ 23).
Using Pr(12) = 0.7, Pr(13) = 0.6, andPr(23) = 0.9, we get
Pr(Banquet) = 0.792, which is the correct answer. 2

In general, computing the probability of an arbitrary boolean for-
mula of independent events (our functionEval) is known to have
exponential worst-case complexity [23, 28]. This computational
lower bound cannot be overcome regardless of the data model and
algorithm, although in practice lineage formulas are frequently small
and/or simple. For a complex lineage formula, if approximate an-
swers suffice then we could employ Monte-Carlo simulations [22]
for the final computation, as proposed in [13, 30].

Next we improve upon our basic confidence computation algo-
rithm: Section 4 presents an improved algorithm for confidence
computation of a single tuplet: It breakst’s lineage formula into
independent pieces when possible and memoizes computed confi-
dences for reuse. Section 5 presents algorithms for efficiently com-
puting the confidences of an entire relation or database at once.

4. TUPLE-LEVEL CONFIDENCES
In Algorithm 1, consider the functionCompute-Conf, which is

called with argumentf = λ(t). In generalCompute-Conftakes a
boolean formulaf over tuplest1, . . . , tn and expands the lineage



1: Conf(t) {
2: if c(t) 6= NULL then returnc(t);
3: else{ S =Indep(t);
4: returnCompute-Conf(S, λ(t)); }
5: Compute-Conf(S, f(t1, t2, . . . , tn) ) {
6: all-indep= true;
7: for (i = 1; i ≤ n; i + +) {
8: gi = ti;
9: if ti 6∈ S then{ gi = λ(ti);

10: all-indep= false; }
11: if all-indepthen{
12: for (i = 1; i ≤ n; i + +): ci =Conf(ti);
13: returnEval(f, c1, c2, . . . , cn); }
14: else returnCompute-Conf(S, f(g1, g2, ..., gn)); }

Algorithm 2: Confidence computation usingIndep()

of eachti by callingλ(ti). It then calls itself recursively to further
expand the formula, until all variables refer to base tuples. At this
point base tuple confidences are used to evaluate the probability of
the fully-expanded formula.

In general the algorithm must expand lineage all the way to the
base tuples to ensure independence among the variables in the for-
mula, beforeEval is called to compute its probability. Consider
Figure 3, depicting the lineage of a tuplet as a graph. TheSTi’s
denote arbitrary but disjoint subgraphs. Our basic algorithm ex-
pands the lineage oft to the base data to obtain a single formula
whose probability is evaluated. Notice, however, that the lineage
of tuplest3, t4, andt5 is disjoint, therefore their confidence values
are independent. Thus, we can “break up” our computation as fol-
lows: We compute confidence values fort3, t4, andt5 separately
by callingConf; suppose the results arec3, c4, andc5. Then, when
we expand the lineage formula fort, instead of expanding all the
way to the base data, we “stop” att3, t4, andt5, since we have
their independent confidence values. Essentially, we can treatt3,
t4, andt5 as base data. This technique can be applied to any set
of tuples whose lineage “subtrees” are disjoint. Breaking up the
computation in this fashion has two benefits:

1. Cheaper Computation: The original algorithm computes
one formulaf over base data, then incurs the expensive (usu-
ally exponential) cost ofEval. By replacingf with a set of
smaller formulas thatEvaloperates on separately, usually the
overall cost is reduced. For example, supposef contains 40
variables, so the complexity of evaluating the probability of
f is potentiallyO(240). If our technique replacesf with five
formulas of 8 variables each, plus one formula combining the
five, then the complexity is reduced to5 · O(28) + O(25).

2. Memoization: We modify our algorithm so that whenever
any confidence value is computed we “memoize” it, i.e., we
store it so that it can be used in other confidence computa-
tions. Without our new technique of identifying independent
tuples during confidence computation, previously-computed
values cannot be reused since we always expand to the base
data. However, suppose in our example thatt3’s confidence
value had been computed before. Then instead of calling
Confon t3, we simply use its existing confidence value.

When can we break up our lineage formulas as in the example
above? That is, which tuplest during expansion permit us to call
Conf on them, instead of expanding their lineage in-place? Intu-
itively, during expansion we can treat as independent any tuple
whose lineage is disjoint withint’s fully-expanded lineage. For

now, let us assume a functionIndep(t) that takes a tuplet and re-
turns a set of tuples{t1, . . . , tn} in t’s expanded lineage that are
all independent. Further assume that this set is the “closest tot”, so
that we break the expansion as early as possible. (In the very worst
case, when all lineage is interdependent,{t1, . . . , tn} are just the
base tuples int’s fully-expanded lineage.) We will discuss the im-
plementation of functionIndepshortly, in Section 4.1.

The improvements are specified in Algorithm 2, with the follow-
ing changes from Algorithm 1. We compute in line 4 the tuples at
which we will break up confidence computation and pass them to
functionCompute-Conf. In Compute-Conf, we replace our test for
base tuples with a test for independence, and we callConf recur-
sively to obtain their confidence values. Once a confidence value
has been computed for a tupleti, we store it permanently in a vari-
able we refer to asci (line 12). Although not shown in the algo-
rithm, we also store the final confidence value fort.

4.1 Finding Indep(t)
Now let us discuss computing the setIndep(t) that we need in

our improved algorithm. We first create a graph that encodes the
recursive structure oft’s lineage, as in Figure 3 except we can omit
the logical operators comprising the lineage formula. That is, the
root is t, its children are the tuples{t1, . . . , tn} ∈ λ(t), t1’s chil-
dren are the tuples inλ(t1), and so on. The leaves are base tuples.
We call this graphLin(t). Recall that lineage is always acyclic, so
Lin(t) is a DAG.

We now defineIndep(t) based on the structure ofLin(t). Note
that we interchangeably refer to nodes inLin(t) and the tuples they
correspond to.

DEFINITION 4.1. Indep(t) is the unique set of tuplesti 6= t in
Lin(t) satisfying the following two conditions:

1. (Disjoint lineage) None ofti’s descendants can be reached
from any other nodetj outside ofti’s subtree, without pass-
ing throughti.

2. (Closeness tot) No ancestor ofti, exceptt, satisfies Condi-
tion 1. 2

Clearly, any two tuples inIndep(t) have independent confidence
values: they do not share any base data in their lineage (Condi-
tion 1). Furthermore, there are no “better” tuples by which to break
our lineage expansion, because no tuples closer tot satisfy the in-
dependence property (Condition 2).

Now consider actually computingIndep(t) for anyt. Regardless
we must build the entire graphLin(t), although it can be built just
once: when we have a recursive call toIndep(t′) from Conf, Lin(t′)
is a subgraph of the top-levelLin(t). For a givent, Indep(t) can
be computed in one pass ofLin(t) as shown in Algorithm 3. The
algorithm maintains four global arrays indexed by nodes inLin(t):
Sin, Sout, Computed, andI. Sin[t] is the set of all nodes in the
subtree rooted att. Sout[t] is the set of all nodes outsideSin[t]
with an edge into(Sin[t] − {t}). Computed[t], initialized to false,
says whetherCheck-Indephas been called fort previously. I[t]
stores the return value ofCheck-Indep(t). We assume (in lines 4,
14, and 17) that, given a node in the graph, we can quickly find its
parents and children.

Although Lin(t) may sometimes be small in practice so build-
ing the graph and computingIndep(t) is not too expensive, we next
introduce an alternative, schema-level approach that allows us to
approximateIndep(t) for any t. Instead of creatingLin(t) for in-
dividual tuples when their confidence is computed, we maintain a
single schema-level lineage graph for the entire database. We then



1: Input: Lin(t) = G(V,E)
2: Global Arrays: Sin, Sout, Computed, I

3: Indep(t) {
4: Let c1, . . . , cn be the children oft;
5: Return (Check-Indep(c1) ∪ . . .∪ Check-Indep(cn));}
6: Check-Indep(c) {
7: if is-leaf(c) then{
8: Computed[c] = true;
9: Sin[c] = {c}

10: Sout[c] = ∅;
11: Return{c};}
12: else{
13: Computed[c] = true;
14: Letc1, . . . , cn be the children ofc;
15: ∀ci: if ! Computed[ci] thenI[ci] = Check-Indep(ci);
16: Sin[c] = c ∪ Sin[c1] ∪ . . . ∪ Sin[c1];
17: Sout[c] = (Sout[c1] ∪ . . . ∪ Sout[cn] ∪

{t′ ∈ V |∃ci, (t
′, ci) ∈ E}) − Sin(c);

18: if Sout[c] == ∅ thenreturn{c}
19: elsereturn (I[c1] ∪ . . . ∪ I[cn]); } }

Algorithm 3: ComputingIndep(t)

similarly compute break points for our expansion on the schema-
level graph. The break points are alwayscorrect, in that their sub-
trees are independent. However, they may beconservative, in that it
may have been possible to break earlier had we explored data-level
lineage.

4.2 Approximating Indep(t)
We maintain a schema-level DAGSLin for the entire database,

capturing relation-level lineage structure. First we defineSLinand
explain how it is maintained. Then we show howSLincan be used
to replaceIndep(t) in Algorithm 2.

To defineSLin, we first logically label the relations in the data-
base: IND relations are those whose tuples are always mutually
independent, i.e., two different tuples can never have common base
data in their lineage;DEP relations are those whose tuples may
share base data in their lineage. All base relations areIND. Any
query with aDEP relation as input results in aDEP relation. Query
results over purelyIND relations areIND if no two result tuples
may refer to the same input tuple. In our query language, con-
servatively any query including1, ∩, ∪, −, δ, or α produces a
DEP result. (I.e., we generally assume onlyΠ-σ queries are guar-
anteed to produce anIND result. Analysis involving the specific
query and/or data may identify more queries withIND results. For
instance, a key-key join over twoIND relations results in anIND
relation.)

SLincontains one node for eachIND relation, and one or more
nodes for eachDEP relation. Consider a databaseD consisting of
base relationsS1, . . ., Sn, and a sequence of queriesQ1, Q2, Q3,
. . ., generating result relationsR1, R2, R3, . . .. Initially SLinhas
n nodes corresponding toS1, . . ., Sn (which recall areIND) and
no edges. A queryQi(S1, . . ., Sn, R1, . . ., Ri−1) generating result
relationRi modifiesSLinas follows:

EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider all three of our example queries from
Section 2, in sequence. Now we explicitly applyδ for duplicate-
elimination.

Q1: EventRoster = Πperson,event(Attends ⊲⊳ Events)
Q2: EventAttendees = δ(Πperson(EventRoster))
Q3: EventLikelihood = δ(Πevent (Attends ⊲⊳ Events))

Figure 4 showsSLinafter each query. We useA, E, ER, EA, andEL

1. Add a new nodeRi to SLin.

2. For everyIND input relationT , add an edge fromRi to
T .

3. For aDEP input relationT that is currently a root in
SLin, check if tuples inRi can have lineage referring to
multiple tuples inT . A tuple inRi may refer to multiple
tuples inT if the expression tree forQi either has two
paths fromRi to T , or one path including operatorδ,
−, ∩, or α.

a. If no, add an edge fromRi to T .

b. If yes, consider the subgraphG′ of SLin with T

as the root and including all paths fromT to IND
relations. Add a copy ofG′ to SLin, and add two
edges fromRi to the two copies ofT .

4. For aDEP input relationT that is not a root, consider
subgraphG′ of SLin induced withT as the root and in-
cluding all paths fromT to IND relations. As in Step 3,
check if tuples inRi can have lineage referring to mul-
tiple tuples inT .

a. If no, make one copy ofG′ and add an edge from
Ri to T in G′.

b. If yes, make two copies ofG′ and add two edges,
one edge fromRi to T in each copy ofG′.

Figure 4: SLin for a sequence of queries

to abbreviate the relation names. The base relationsAttends and
Events are IND. All derived result relations areDEP. Step 3(b)
of SLincreation applies inQ2 because of the duplicate-elimination:
tuples inEventAttendees can refer to multiple tuples inEven-
tRoster. 2

SLinencodes relation-level dependencies, with dependencies of
tuples within a single relation encoded as multiple nodes for that
relation. For a tuplet in a derived relationR, Indep(R) on SLin
gives a set of independent relations containing tuples in the (partial)
expansion oft’s lineage. That is, expanding the lineage of any
tuple inR up to the relations inIndep(R) gives a set of independent
tuples. UsingSLin may be conservative: For some tuples inR,
even before expanding all the way toIndep(R) we may obtain a set
of independent tuples. Thus, usingSLin can be thought of as an
efficient approximation forIndep(t).

Now we explain how the use ofSLinmodifies Algorithm 2. Sup-
pose we callConf(t), andt is in relationR. We computeIndep(R),
then expandt’s lineage until it reaches tuples inIndep(R), at which
point we break-up the computation. As before, confidence of tuples
in Indep(R) are computed recursively, then combined usingEval.
The only two lines from Algorithm 2 that need to be modified are
4 and 10, changingIndep(t) and ti to Indep(Rel(t)) and Rel(ti),



respectively, whereRel identifies a tuple’s relation. Analogous to
using Lin(t) to find Indep(t), hereIndep(R) is computed for the
subgraph ofSLinrooted atR.

SLin is maintained incrementally as queries are performed, and
retained for the life of the database. SinceIndep(R) information
may be requested repeatedly for multiple tuples in the same rela-
tion R, we maintain a lookup table containing the relation list in
Indep(R) for eachR.

5. BATCH COMPUTATION
We now turn to computing the confidence values for an entire

relation or database at once. Suppose we want to compute confi-
dence values for all tuples in a relationR. We recursively gener-
ate SQL queries to compute confidence values for each relation in
Indep(R). Then we generate an outer SQL query that includes the
recursively-generated subqueries, to compute all confidences forR

at once. The final SQL query can be optimized by the DBMS. Note
that in this approach, confidences are computed only for those tu-
ples inIndep(R) that appear in the lineage of some tuple inR.

To formulate a valid SQL query for batch confidence computa-
tion, we need the lineage fromR to Indep(R) to satisfy a certain
structure, as follows. First, each relationRi on a path fromR to
Indep(R) (including R itself) must have “uniform” lineage to its
input relationsS1, . . ., Sn: The lineage formula of each tuple in
Ri must be a conjunction or disjunction ofn clauses, where the
jth clause is in turn a conjunction or disjunction of tuples inSj .
This condition can be checked at query time, with nodes inSLin
annotated as “uniform” or “non-uniform”. For example, a query in-
volving onlyσ, π, 1, and∪ satisfies the condition, as does a query
that performs∩ of two relations, or one that appliesδ to a single
relation. Second, if a relationSj appears in a disjunctive clause in
Ri’s lineage, then there must be no sibling edge to(Ri, Sj), i.e., all
paths fromR to a descendant ofSj pass through the edge(Ri, Sj).
We further annotateSlin, adding an “OR” label to each such edge.

As mentioned above, these restrictions are needed in order to
generate valid SQL queries. When the conditions do not hold and
we want to compute confidence values for all tuples in a relation
R, we must compute them tuple-by-tuple. Broadening the class
of query results whose confidence computation can be batched is
a subject of future work, probably involving stored procedures in
addition to standard SQL.

Next we provide an informal description of the single-relation
batch algorithm (Section 5.1), and explain how it is used to com-
pute confidences for an entire database (Section 5.2).

5.1 Relation-Level
Let R(A1, ..., An) be a ULDB relation. We assume the data

portion of R is stored as a conventional relation (which we also
call R) with two additional attributes:R(id, conf, A1, . . . , An).
Each tuple has a globally unique identifierid and aconf value
that stores the confidence of the tuple, which isNULL if it has not
been computed. We assume that for each derived relationR there is
a separatelineage table linR(id1, table, id2), whose en-
tries denote thatR’s tupleid1 includes tupleid2 from tableta-
ble in its lineage. Note that this relation does not capture lineage
as boolean formulas. However, together withSLin, it is sufficient to
perform batch confidence computation for the class of query results
described above. These structures are similar to the encoding used
in the Trio prototype [24].

AssumeR, whose confidences we want to compute, has base re-
lations{S1, S2, . . . , Sn} in its (transitive) lineage. We will extend
our algorithm to useIndep(R), but for now let us assume we want
to use the base relations to computeR’s confidences. For each base

Figure 5: SLin for Example 5.1

relationSi, we enumerate all paths fromR to Si, joining the lin-
eage tables in each path to obtain the set of all tuples fromSi that
contribute to tuples inR. For a particular tuplet in R, if all tuples
in Si contribute tot either conjunctively or disjunctively, we can
combine their confidences to obtain the contribution ofSi to t. We
then combine the contributions of eachSi to obtain the final con-
fidence value fort. In SQL, we compute the contribution of each
Si to R in a subquery that consists of the union of joins over all
distinct paths fromR to Si, and then combine their contributions
in an enclosing query.

EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider the abstractSLin shown in Figure 5.
T1 and T2’s lineage is conjunctive overS1 (possibly from se-
lections), andT3’s lineage is disjunctive overS2 (possibly from
duplicate-elimination). R’s lineage is conjunctive overT1, T2,
andT3 (possibly from a join). Suppose we want to compute the
confidence of all tuples inR. All derived relations are “uniform”,
thus our conditions for batch computation are satisfied.

For each tuplet, we multiply the confidence of all tuples fromS1
in t’s lineage, and further multiply the result with the confidence of
the disjunction of all tuples fromS2 in t’s lineage. The exact SQL
query is shown in Figure 6. The subqueries producingC1 andC2
compute the confidence contribution due toS1 andS2 respectively.
To obtain the confidence due toS1, we union the results of the two
lineage paths:R throughT1 to S1, andR throughT2 to S1. We
then multiply the confidences of the resultingS1 tuples. To obtain
the confidence due toS2, we follow the single lineage path. Here,
because of disjunction we combine the confidencesci using (1 −
Πi(1− ci)). Since multiplication is not a built-in SQL aggregation
function, in the query we obtain products by taking the exponent
over the sum of the log-transformed confidences. Finally, note that
we joinC1 andC2 on theirid attributes, assuming every tuple in
R has lineage in both the components (as would be the case for a
join). If this is not the case, we can apply an outer join instead of
the natural join. 2

The example above traverses lineage to base data. However, just
like in tuple-level confidence computation, we can make use of in-
dependence and memoization. Furthermore, we can incorporate
the improvement into our single SQL query. To computeR’s con-
fidence values, we first generate the batch queryQ over relations in
Indep(R). Then for relations inIndep(R) whose confidences have
not already been computed, we recursively generate batch queries
and embed them as subqueries inQ.

It is possible to combine batch and tuple-level computation when
some but not all portions of the relevant lineage satisfy the require-
ments for batch computation. It is also possible in some cases
to fold batch confidence computation into the original query that
producesR, if all confidences are desired immediately. Details of
these extensions are omitted due to space constraints.

Finally, suppose we want to compute confidences for a specific
subset of the tuples in a relation. We can either compute the con-



SELECT C1.id, (C1.conf * C2.conf) AS conf
FROM

(SELECT D1.id AS id,
exp(sum(ln(D1.conf))) AS conf

FROM
(SELECT lin_R.id1 AS id, conf
FROM lin_R, lin_T1, S1
WHERE lin_R.id2 = lin_T1.id1

AND lin_R.table = ’T1’
AND lin_T1.id2 = S1.id
AND lin_T1.table = ’S1’

UNION
SELECT lin_R.id1 AS id, conf
FROM lin_R, lin_T2, S1
WHERE lin_R.id2 = lin_T2.id1

AND lin_R.table = ’T2’
AND lin_T2.id2 = S1.id
AND lin_T2.table = ’S1’

) AS D1 GROUP BY D1.id) AS C1,
(SELECT D2.id AS id,

(1-exp(sum(ln((1-D2.conf))))) AS conf
FROM (
SELECT lin_R.id1 AS id, conf
FROM lin_R, lin_T3, S2
WHERE lin_R.id2 = lin_T3.id1

AND lin_R.table = ’T3’
AND lin_T3.id2 = S2.id
AND lin_T3.table = ’S2’) AS D2

GROUP BY D2.id
) AS C2

WHERE C1.id = C2.id;

Figure 6: Batch confidence computation query

fidence for each tuple individually, or we can perform batch con-
fidence computation for the entire relation. Either approach could
be more efficient, depending on the number of tuples whose con-
fidence values are requested and the database characteristics. We
study the crossover point between tuple-level and batch computa-
tion experimentally in Section 7.

5.2 Database-Level
Suppose we wish to compute the confidences for an entire database.

Our technique is to apply batch computations to one relation at a
time (or tuple-level as needed), in an order that allows us to use
memoized results as much as possible. We traverseSLin in reverse
topological order—i.e., a result relation appears in the sorted or-
der only after all its input relations—computing the confidences of
each relation as we go. During the computation ofR, the confi-
dences for each relation inIndep(R) have always previously been
computed.

6. EXTENSIONS FOR ULDB’S
We now consider the more general ULDB model implemented

in the Trio system [24]. Trio relations may include tuplealterna-
tives, in addition to the forms of uncertainty we have already seen.
Confidence values are attached to alternatives and sum to≤ 1; lin-
eage is captured at the level of alternatives. (Formal details can be
found in [4]. Note that the model we have been considering so far
is a special case of the general model.) In our running example, if
Ullman attends the conference on Monday with 60% confidence
or on Tuesday with 30% confidence, but not on both days, we have:

Attends(person,day)
(Ullman,Monday):0.6 || (Ullman,Tuesday):0.3

In the next Section 6.1 we extend our confidence computation
approach to encompass the more general ULDB model, and in Sec-

tion 6.2 we discuss how additional features of the Trio system can
exploit simple variations on the techniques introduced in this paper.

6.1 Confidence Computation
To encompass tuple alternatives, we begin by simply replacing

“tuple” in all of our definitions, data structures, and algorithms with
“alternative”. (We assume globally unique identifiers for each al-
ternative, as we required for tuples.) The only significant issue that
arises is the introduction of a second kind of non-independence:
multiple alternatives of the same tuple are mutually exclusive, i.e.,
they cannot coexist in any possible instance of the database. Thus,
we cannot treat alternatives of the same tuple in a lineage formula
as independent, even when they are base data. Our approach is to
initially treat alternatives as if they are separate tuples, then modify
lineage formulas before callingEval to account for variables that
correspond to alternatives from the same tuple. Note that optimiz-
ing via Indepis not affected by these modifications.

Consider a lineage formulaf containing variablesa1, a2, . . . ,
an that representn alternatives of of the same tuple. Let the confi-
dences on these alternatives bec1, c2, . . . , cn. We use the following
Lemma 6.1, proved in the online technical report [15], to replace
in f all occurrences of eachai with a new variablevi and a new
confidence value forvi. We perform this replacement for every set
of multiple alternatives inf , to obtain a new lineage formulaf ′.
We then applyEval to f ′ instead off , since all variables inf ′ are
independent.

LEMMA 6.1. Letf be a formula in which variablesa1, a2, . . .,
an are mutually exclusive and have confidencesc1, c2, . . . , cn re-
spectively. Introducen new independent variablesv1, v2, . . . , vn,
with confidences given by:

c(vi) =
ci

(
Pj=n

j=i
cj + δ)

, whereδ = 1 −
nX

k=1

ck

In f , replacea1 with v1, and replace eachai, i ≥ 2, with (¬v1 ∧
· · ·∧¬vi−1∧vi). The probability of the resulting boolean formula
is equal to that off . 2

When lineage structures are “uniform”, as required by our batch
algorithms for example (recall Section 5), the situation is simpler:
If multiple alternatives of the same tuple form a conjunct then its
probability is zero (since the alternatives cannot coexist); if they
form a disjunct, its probability is the sum of the confidence values
(since they cannot co-occur). These checks and computations can
be incorporated into the SQL queries for batch computation; details
are omitted.

6.2 Other Trio Features
In addition to computing confidence values on demand, the Trio

system supportsextraneous data detectionandcoexistence checks
[24], also invoked by the user. Both features are closely related to
confidence computation and can adapt the techniques of this paper.
Note that Trio relations need not include confidence values. In such
relations,maybe-tuples, denoted by a “?” annotation, correspond to
tuples whose total confidence across alternatives is< 1, i.e., tuples
whose presence is uncertain [4].

• Extraneous data detection:A ULDB alternative isextrane-
ousif it cannot occur in any possible instance of the database.
Conversely, in a ULDB relation without confidences, a “?”
annotation is extraneous when the annotated tuple is guar-
anteed to appear in every possible instance. It is easy to
see informally that extraneous alternatives are those whose



Figure 7: SLin for the TPC-H schema

expanded lineage formula is unsatisfiable, i.e., whose com-
puted confidence is zero (under the assumption that no base
data has zero confidence). Conversely, a “?” annotation on a
tuplet is extraneous if the disjunctionf of the lineage formu-
las fort’s alternatives is always satisfied, i.e.,f ’s probability
is 1. These tests can be performed using straightforward vari-
ations on the algorithms in this paper, including optimiza-
tions and batch computations.

• Coexistence checks:Two ULDB alternativesa1 anda2 can
coexist if some possible instance of the database contains
both of them. Coexistence can be checked by creating a
“dummy” alternativea whose lineage isa1 ∧ a2. If a’s ex-
panded lineage formula is satisfiable (i.e., its confidence is>

0), thena1 anda2 can coexist. Here too, techniques from this
paper can be applied directly. Similarly, we can test whether
two alternativesa1 anda2 are guaranteed to always coexist:
every possible instance of the database that contains one of
them also contains the other. We again create a dummy alter-
nativea whose lineage in this case is(a1∧¬a2)∨(¬a1∧a2).
Here we check ifa’s lineage is unsatisfiable, i.e., whethera’s
confidence is zero.

7. EXPERIMENTS
All algorithms in this paper have been implemented in the Trio

system [33]. The experiments presented here were conducted with
Trio running on a Quad-Xeon server with 8 GB RAM and a large
SCSI RAID. Trio uses thePostgreSQLopen-source DBMS as its
relational back-end [24]. Trio encodes ULDB relations in standard
relational tables, and lineage for each derived ULDB relation is
stored in its own table. For details see [24]. We report wall-clock
query execution times with a warm cache, i.e., by running a query
once and then reporting the average runtime over three subsequent,
identical executions.

Our dataset is based on TPC-H [32] with a scale-factor of 1.
For our experiments, we created a DAG structure of derived re-
lations starting with the three largest TPC-H relations:Orders,
Lineitems, andPartsupps. First, we partitioned these rela-
tions intoOi (i = 1..3), Li (i = 1..4), andPi (i = 1..3). Then,
we converted each of the partitions into a Trio relation (without al-
ternatives) by adding confidence values. Since the computations
performed by all of our algorithms are independent of specific con-
fidence values, the distributions of confidence values were not var-
ied in our experiments.

Three derived relations,O, L, andP, are obtained by joining the
corresponding partitioned base relations. Then,L andP are joined
to produce derived relationLP; O andL are joined to produceOL;
and finallyLP andOL are joined to produceOLP. Figure 7 depicts
the SLin (recall Section 4.2) after all queries have been executed.
Notice in particular thatIndep(OLP) is the set of relations{O, L1–
L4, P}.

We experimented with two partitioning schemes for theOi’s,

Li’s, andPi’s: In one, a vertical partitioning ofOrders,Lineit-
ems, andPartsupps creates a different base relation for each
attribute; in the other, a horizontal partitioning splits the original
relations into a number of similar base relations. Table 1 shows
the sizes of the base and derived relations for both partitioning
schemes, in millions of tuples.

TPC-H Horizontal Split TPC-H Vertical Split
Relation Data Lineage
O1–O3 0.50 NA
L1–L4 1.50 NA
P1–P3 0.27 NA

O 1.10 3.29
L 0.68 2.70
P 0.77 2.32

OL 1.52 3.04
LP 0.08 0.17

OLP 1.54 3.07

Total 13.98 14.58

Relation Data Lineage
O1–O3 1.50 NA
L1–L4 6.00 NA
P1–P3 0.80 NA

O 1.50 4.50
L 6.00 24.00
P 0.80 2.40

OL 6.00 12.00
LP 6.00 12.00

OLP 7.61 15.22

Total 58.82 70.13

Table 1: Relation sizes in millions of tuples

7.1 Benefit ofIndepand Memoization
Our first set of experiments measures the performance gained

by exploiting independence and memoization. These experiments
were performed using our batch algorithms, where memoization is
exploited within one (batch) confidence computation. (Otherwise,
we would have needed to synthesize a series of tuple-level confi-
dence computations with shared lineage to see the benefits.) We
measured confidence computation time for individual relations as
well as the entire database, using the horizontally-partitioned ver-
sion. We compared the following two algorithms.

1. Batch-I (Independent): This is the algorithm from Sec-
tion 5.2. Batch confidence computation is performed on each
relation inSLin in topological order with memoization.

2. Batch-NI (Non-Independent): Batch confidence computa-
tion is performed on each relationR but without exploiting
Indep(R), i.e., by traversing to the base relations for all com-
putations.

Table 2 shows the execution times for both cases, for each relation
as well as the entire database. As expected, forL, O, andP, the exe-
cution times were the same. The total execution times for the entire
database, consisting of about 14 million tuples, were approximately
72 minutes and 97 minutes forBatch-I andBatch-NI respec-
tively. The sum of the execution times forOL,LP, andOLP—tables
whose execution underBatch-I andBatch-NI differ—were
approximately 57 minutes and 82 minutes, respectively. Thus, we
observed roughly a 30% improvement due to memoization. Note
that these performance gains strongly depend on the topology of
derived relations. Had we generated a test database with much
deeper structure, performance gains would grow proportionately.

To determine how our batch algorithm scales with data size,
we varied join selectivities to obtain different sizes forOLP and
then performed relation-level confidence computation on it. For
this experiment we used the vertically-partitioned database, since
it more readily enables varying selectivities. Table 3 shows that
the algorithm’s performance is roughly linear in data size. Even
for our largest instance ofOLP with 7.6 million tuples, the batch
confidence computation took about 16 minutes. (The apparent dis-
crepancy with Table 2 is due to the vertically-partitioned versus



Table L O P OL LP OLP Total
Batch-I 370.57 88.15 430.36 359.51 57.49 3,014.49 4320.57
Batch-NI 367.18 83.31 428.19 989.28 158.09 3,771.76 5797.81

Table 2: Batch execution times (in seconds)

horizontally-partitioned database. In our setting, joining vertical
partitions is faster than horizontal.)

Selectivity at OLP 1% 7% 30% 100%
Batch-I 44.15 78.08 287.09 995.60

Table 3: Batch-I varying join selectivity (in seconds)

7.2 Per-Tuple versus Batch
Next we consider tuple-level versus batch computation, when

confidences for a fraction of tuples in a particular relation are re-
quired. We comparedBatch-NI againstTuple-NI, the latter
applying Algorithm 1 to each tuple. Our goal was to findcrossover
points: fractions of tuples above which it is more efficient to com-
pute confidences for the entire relation using the batch algorithm
than to compute individual confidences selectively using the per-
tuple algorithm. We used relationsLP andOLP over the horizontally-
partitioned database for our experiments; results are shown in Fig-
ure 8. In both experiments, the batch algorithm became more ef-
ficient for relatively small fractions of the relations: 23.4% and
10.87% forLP andOLP respectively.

Figure 8: Tuple-level versus batch computation

7.3 Effect of Join Multiplicity
Consider relation-level confidence computation for our sample

data, or any derived relation based on joins. The benefit of memo-
ization is directly affected by join multiplicity: If a join is one-one,
we compute the confidence value for each joining tuple once, and
we use it that one time. If a join is many-one or many-many, we
need the confidence values of some input tuples over and over, so
we expect significant benefit from memoization. We verified this

Figure 9: Execution times for varying join multiplicity

intuition by varying the many-one join multiplicities in derived re-
lationLP, in the horizontally-partitioned database. As can be seen
in Figure 9,Tuple-NI was unaffected by join multiplicity, since
it didn’t exploit memoization. However,Tuple-I (which used
Algorithm 2) saw significant performance gains overTuple-NI
as multiplicity increased.

8. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
We propose decoupling data and confidence computation in data-

bases with uncertainty and lineage. Decoupling provides two ben-
efits: First, it allows data computation to proceed using any plan
relationally-equivalent to the query posed, rather than being re-
stricted to plans that propagate confidence values correctly. Sec-
ond, if not all confidence values are needed by the user or in fur-
ther queries, the potentially expensive operation of computing con-
fidences can be performed selectively.

After formalizing query processing for a language that includes
all standard relational operations along with duplicate-elimination
and aggregation, we presented an initial basic algorithm for com-
puting confidences based on lineage. We then improved our algo-
rithm with techniques that identify and exploit independent lineage
subtrees, and memoize confidence values as they are computed. Fi-
nally we presented algorithms for batch confidence computations,
extensions to a more general model for uncertainty, and a suite of
experimental results.

A first obvious extension to our work is a cost model that sup-
ports deciding between tuple-level and batch computations when a
set of confidence values are desired. Far more interesting and am-
bitious is incorporating our algorithms as one part of a comprehen-
sive query optimization framework for uncertain and probabilistic
data. In this setting, the optimizer should use a cost model that reli-
ably compares “safe plans” that compute confidences operator-by-
operator (recall Section 2.4) against our approach, which uses the
best available plan for data computation and lineage tracking, then
computes confidences based on lineage. Such a general-purpose
optimizer is one of the long-term goals of the Trio project.

Other avenues of future work include incorporating AI inferen-
cing algorithms (recall Section 1.1) into the general query opti-
mization framework proposed in the previous paragraph, and han-
dling updates to confidence values and perhaps lineage relation-
ships in our setting of persistent derived result relations.
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APPENDIX

A. RELATIONAL OPERATORS AND QUERY
PLANS

We consider ULDBs with tuple alternatives as presented in Sec-
tion 6, specifying algorithms for all relational operators. Tuples
without alternatives, as considered in Sections 2–5, are captured
as a special case. Algorithms for a considerably restricted set of
operators—theDL-monotonicones—were presented in [4]. In our
specifications, the emphasis is on readability, particularly for un-
derstanding how lineage is generated. Implementations as real phys-
ical operators would instead focus on efficiency.

Our algorithms operate on multisets, with set semantics obtained
through an explicit duplicate-elimination operator. For readability,
we present intersection and difference algorithms here that are nei-
ther the pure set nor multiset versions—a set version is obtained
by adding duplicate-elimination, while a multiset version requires
relatively intricate (but not inherently expensive) counting.

Selection
Consider operatorσ applied to relationS with lineageλS , produc-
ing resultR with lineageλ.

1: For each tuplet in S with at least one alternative satisfying the
selection predicate, add a tuple toR containing all alternatives
in t satisfying the selection predicate.

2: For each alternativea in R corresponding to alternativeaS in
S, setλ(a) = λS(aS)



Projection
Consider operatorπ applied to relationS with lineageλS , produc-
ing resultR with lineageλ.

1: For each tuple inS, add a corresponding tuple toR with each
alternative projected onto the specified attribute-list.

2: For each alternativea in R corresponding to alternativeaS in
S, setλ(a) = λS(aS)

Join
Consider operator1 applied toS1 andS2 with lineageλ1 andλ2

respectively, producing resultR with lineageλ. An alternative is
chosen inR for every pair of alternatives inS1 andS2 matching the
join condition. For each pair of tuples fromS1 andS2 with at least
one pair of alternatives satisfying the join condition, an alternative
is added toR.

1: For each pair of tupless1 in S1 ands2 in S2, if at least one pair
of alternatives matches the join condition:

1. Construct a tuplet in R, with an alternativea for every
pair of alternativesa1 ∈ s1 anda2 ∈ s2 satisfying the
join condition.

2. For each alternativea in t, setλ(a) = λ1(a1) ∧ λ2(a2)

Union
Consider operator∪ applied toS1 andS2 with lineageλ1 andλ2

respectively, producing resultR with lineageλ. All tuples of both
relations are copied intoR with the appropriate lineage.

1: For each tuple inS1 (S2 respectively), add an indentical tuple
to R.

2: For each alternativea in R corresponding to alternativea1 in
S1 (a2 in S2 respectively), setλ(a) = λ1(a1) (= λ2(a2) re-
spectively)

Intersection
Consider operator∩ applied toS1 andS2 with lineageλ1 andλ2,
respectively, producing resultR with lineageλ. An alternative can
be chosen inR only if alternatives with the same value are chosen
in bothS1 andS2. Note that our algorithm is not symmetric, how-
ever the possible instances inR = S1 ∩ S2 andR = S2 ∩ S1 are
identical.

1: For each tuples1 in S1:

1. Construct a tuplet in R containing all alternatives ofs1

that appear inS2. Drop t if no alternatives ofr appears
in S2.

2. For each alternativea in t, set

λ(a) = λ1(a1)∧ (λ2(a21
)∨λ2(a22

)∨ · · · ∨λ2(a2m
))

where a1 is the alternative inr giving a, and
a21

, a22
, . . . , a2m

are all alternatives inS2 with the
same value.

Lineage ensures that an alternative is present inR if the correspond-
ing alternative is present inS1 and at least one alternative of the
same value is present inS2.

Difference
Consider operator− applied toS1 andS2 with lineageλ1 andλ2

respectively, producing resultR = S1 − S2 with lineageλ. We
use negation inλ to encode the condition that an alternative inR

can be chosen only if the corresponding alternative inS1 is chosen,
and no alternative inS2 with the same value is also chosen. (In
the special case where whenever a certain value is chosen inR that
same value is also chosen inS, we will get some alternatives in our
result with unsatisfiable lineage. Theseextraneousalternatives can
be detected and removed as discussed in Section 6.)

1: For each tuples1 in S1:

1. Construct an identical tuplet in R.

2. For each alternativea in t, set

λ(a) = λ1(a1)∧¬λ2(a21
)∧¬λ2(a22

)∧· · ·∧¬λ2(a2m
)

where a1 is the alternative ins1 giving a, and
a21

, a22
, . . . , a2m

are all the alternatives inS2 that have
the same value.

Duplicate Elimination
Consider operatorδ applied to relationS with lineageλS , produc-
ing resultR with lineageλ. Disjunctive lineage encodes that a tuple
is present inR if any tuple with the same value is present inS.

1: For each alternativeas in S whose value appears more than
once inS, add a single tuple toR with a single alternativea
having the same value asas.

2: Add to R all tuples inS but without any of the alternatives
added in step 1.

3: For each alternativea in R set
λ(a) = λS(s1) ∨ λS(s2) ∨ · · · ∨ λS(sm)
wheres1, s2, . . . , sm are all the alternatives inS having the
same value asa.

Grouping and Aggregation
Performing aggregations in an uncertain database is known to be a
computationally hard problem [4]. For the purposes of this paper,
we present a simple algorithm that is correct but clearly inefficient.
We are separately exploring the general problem of exact and ap-
proximate aggregations in ULDBs.

Consider first aggregation without grouping of a ULDB relation
S with lineageλS , to produceR with lineageλ. For every combi-
nation of alternatives chosen inS, R contains one alternative in its
single-tuple result. The lineage of the alternative is the conjunct of
the lineage of all the alternatives that were chosen in the combina-
tion. We generalize this idea to grouping by introducing one tuple
for each possible group in the result.



1: Create a temporarily-empty tuple inR for each possible value
of the grouping attributes inS.

2: For each combination of alternativess1, s2, . . . , sm for the
tuples inS:

1. Group and aggregates1, s2, . . . , sm to produce a tem-
porary (conventional) relationT .

2. Add each tuple inT as an alternative in the tuple ofR

corresponding to the values of its grouping attributes.

3. For each added alternativea, set

λ(a) = λS(s1) ∧ λS(s2) ∧ · · · ∧ λS(sm)

3: Delete any tuples inR created in step 1 that are still empty.

B. QUERY PLAN EQUIVALENCE
Our proof of Theorem 3.1 is based on the correctness of the op-

erators used in query plans, captured in the following Lemma. We
do not provide an exhaustive proof for this Lemma–the correctness
of the operators as specified in Appendix A is fairly evident.

LEMMA B.1. Consider a ULDB databaseD with possible in-
stances{D1, . . . , Dn}, and any operatorop from Appendix A. Let
ULDB relationR be the result of applyingop to D, and let regu-
lar relationRi be the result of applyingop to Di, i = 1..n. Then
PI(D + R) = {D1 + R1, . . . , Dn + Rn}. 2

The following Lemma says that any plan composed from correct
operators is itself correct. We useP (Di) to denote the result of
running a query planP on a regular databaseDi.

LEMMA B.2. Consider a ULDB databaseD with possible in-
stances{D1, . . . , Dn}, and any query planP over D producing
result relationR. PI(D+R) = {D1+P (D1), . . . , Dn+P (Dn)}.
2

PROOF. We prove the result by induction on the height of the
tree of operators comprisingP . The base case of a single operator
follows from Lemma B.1. Without loss of generality, assume that
op is a binary operator. (The proof for unary operators is a simpler
special-case.) Thus,P consists of an operatorop applied to two
expression trees (subplans)P 1 andP 2.

1. SupposeP has heighth. The induction hypothesis (I.H.)
says that for any query planP ′ with height< h, applied on
any databaseE producing result relationS, PI(E + S) =
{E1 + P ′(E1), . . . , En + P ′(Em)}, whereE1, . . . , Em are
the possible instances ofE.

2. Let us suppose the subplansP 1 andP 2 produce result rela-
tionsR1 andR2 respectively.

3. Applying the I.H. onP 1 andD yielding D + R1, we have:
PI(D + R1) = {D1 + P 1(D1), . . ., Dn + P 1(Dn)}.

4. Now applying the I.H. onP 2 andD+R1 yieldingD+R1 +
R2, we have:PI(D+R1+R2) = {D1+P 1(D1)+P 2(D1+
P 1(D1)), . . ., Dn + P 1(Dn) + P 2(Dn + P 1(Dn))}.

5. In Step 4, sinceP 2 operates only on relations inDi, we have
PI(D + R1 + R2) = {D1 + P 1(D1) + P 2(D1), . . ., Dn +
P 1(Dn) + P 2(Dn)}.

6. Now applying Lemma B.1 forop on D + R1 + R2 yielding
D + R1 + R2 + R, we havePI(D + R1 + R2 + R) =
{D1+P 1(D1)+P 2(D1)+op(D1+P 1(D1)+P 2(D1)), . . .,
Dn +P 1(Dn)+P 2(Dn)+op(Dn +P 1(Dn)+P 2(Dn))}.

7. InDi +P 1(Di)+P 2(Di) of Step 6,opoperates only on the
result ofP 1 andP 2. Therefore, we have:PI(D+R1 +R2 +
R) = {D1 + P 1(D1) + P 2(D1) + op(P 1(D1) + P 2(D1)),
. . ., Dn + P 1(Dn) + P 2(Dn) + op(P 1(Dn) + P 2(Dn))}.

8. By definitionP consists ofop applied to expression treesP 1

andP 2. Therefore, for any regular databaseDi, op(P 1(Di)+
P 2(Di)) = P (Di). Using this substitution in Step 7, we have:
PI(D+R1+R2+R) = {D1+P 1(D1)+P 2(D1)+P (D1),
. . ., Dn + P 1(Dn) + P 2(Dn) + P (Dn)}.

9. We now use theextraction algorithmfrom [4] to restrict a
ULDB database to a subset of its relations. Here, we restrict
the databaseD + R1 + R2 + R to D + R.

10. The following Lemma directly follows from the extraction
algorithm: For set of relationsS and T with PI(S + T )
= {S1 + T1, . . . , Sn + Tn}, if S’s lineage doesn’t involve
T , then we havePI(S) = {S1, . . . , Sn}.

11. Since the lineage of all ofR1, R2, andR refer only to data
in D, using the lemma from Step 10, we have:PI(D + R) =
{D1 + P (D1), . . . , Dn + P (Dn)}

Finally, we restate and prove Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.1:Consider two relationally-equivalent query plansP1

andP2 evaluated over a set of input relations in a ULDBD, yield-
ing ULDB result relationsR1 andR2. D + R1 andD + R2 have
identical possible instances. 2

PROOF. By Lemma B.2,P1 and P2 satisfy PI(D + R1) =
{D1 + P1(D1), . . . , Dn + P1(Dn)}, andPI(D + R2) = {D1 +
P2(D1), . . . , Dn + P2(Dn)}. SinceP1 andP2 are relationally
equivalent,P1(D) = P2(D) for any D. Thus,PI(D + R1) =
PI(D + R2).

C. NON-ISOMORPHIC RESULTS FOR EQUIV-
ALENT QUERY PLANS

PROPOSITION C.1. Relationally-equivalent query plans may yield
equivalent results that have non-isomorphic ULDB representations.
2

PROOF. Consider query plansP1(A) = δ(δ(R1) ∪ δ(R2)) and
P2(A) = (((δ(R1) − δ(R2)) ∪ (δ(R2) − δ(R1))) ∪ (δ(R1) ∩
δ(R2))). P1 andP2 are relationally equivalent. SupposeR1(A)
andR2(A) both contain a single tuple[1] with some confidence
c < 1, and identifiers11 and21 respectively. Then the result of
P1 andP2 are as shown below.

ID P1(A)
31 1 λ(31) =11 ∨ 21

ID P2(A)
41 1 λ(41) =11 ∧ ¬21
42 1 λ(42) =¬11 ∧ 21
43 1 λ(43) =11 ∧ 21

D. EXTENSION TO MULTIPLE ALTERNA-
TIVES

Lemma 6.1: Let f be a formula in which variablesa1, a2, . . .,
an are mutually exclusive and have confidencesc1, c2, . . . , cn re-
spectively. Introducen new independent variablesv1, v2, . . . , vn,
with confidences given by:

c(vi) =
ci

(
Pj=n

j=i
cj + δ)

, whereδ = 1 −
nX

k=1

ck



In f , replacea1 with v1, and replace eachai, i ≥ 2, with (¬v1 ∧
· · ·∧¬vi−1∧vi). The probability of the resulting boolean formula
is equal to that off . 2

PROOF. The sum of confidences of alternatives other thana1,
. . . , an is given byδ. Since at most one of the alternativesai is true,
choosing an alternative can be thought of as up ton independent
tosses of a biased coin in the following fashion: Theith coin toss
has probabilityci of landing heads. Coins are tossed until a head
is obtained. Thejth coin landing heads is equivalent to picking the
alternative corresponding toaj . If all coin tosses land tails, it is
equivalent to not picking any alternative.

The probability of a head in theith toss,ci, is obtained by scaling
up the confidence of alternativeai based on the sum of confidences
of the remaining alternatives. Note that if

Pn

i=1
ci = 1, thenth

toss has probability 1 of landing heads.


